
CYBERLETE
Introducing

The world's first fair gaming platform powered by Web3 



CEO
James Stolte, CEO
James Stolte co-founded and operated the first large scale social media website for gamers from 2006-
2011. He has always believed the average gamer should be getting paid for utilizing a platform. Excellent
work track record as an apprentice to journeyman rebuilding railcars, along with elected roles such as co-
chairman and president of his local union. His inspiration comes from an early childhood of competitive
league gaming from 1999-2011 playing at the highest level, and was an anti-cheat admin for an online
league. James created the largest Steam gaming community for his city and has participated in and run
dozens of gaming events. 

CFO

Geoffrey Maunus is a former U.S. Marine, professional gamer and artist that took his passion for Esports
and combined it with the idea of building on “blockchain” to create a safe cheat-free home for gamers.
Using his 20 years of experience as an amateur and professional competitive gamer, he will help Cyberlete
create a home that players will receive and understand; implement regulations, and firmly establish the
legitimacy of Esports. 

Geoffrey Maunus, CFO

CMO

Brian Jun, CMO Derek Byrnes,
Front End Engineer

Tommy Vu, 
Community Manger

Kari Olivadotti-Peters, 
Consultant

Cyberlete was created out of passion to evolve Esports
by a team with a combined 40+ years of competitive
Esports experience.THE TEAM Partners

Jeremy Pierce,
Back End
Develoepr

Ethos Metaverse

Finnovant 



The meteoric rise of online gaming
and eSports has led to a Wild West
atmosphere attracting bad actors
across the category.  

The industry is ripe for a Web3
solution to protect players, ensure
platform integrity, and promote fair
game play. 



In 2020, gaming audiences in the U.S. spent an average of 19.93 USD on video games per month.
In July 2021, the retail gaming revenue in the United States amounted to 4.6 billion USD. 

- Statista.com

Huge market potential



cheating: a
growing problem
in esports

“We’ve seen a very significant upturn in
all sorts of match-fixing activity, betting,
fraud-related activity in esports, across
all titles. ”

- Stephen Hanna, Global Strategy Director
Esports Integrity Commission (ESIC)

"The issue comes from multiplayer games
and those that circumvent them for
money. Players in Australia have been
offered thousands to throw matches in
order to make others money."

- Andrew Boggs, EsportsBets

What the Big Influencers Say...
If these problems continue sponsors will stay away from
scandals and remove funds from eSports, which could
devastate a birthing industry overnight. 

https://www.esportsbets.com/news/csgo-player-offered-thousands-to-fix-matches/


Cyberlete is a technology company built by gamers.

The Solution:
Cyberlete

What is Cyberlete? 



Disrupting Esports to evolve gaming, providing the latest
technology, ensuring fair play creating a home for all
gamers. 

No official competitive rules

Anti-Cheats are very expensive for game
developers

From casually playing your favorite game to competing in our
league play. 

Rewards for all 

 Cyberlete Anti-Cheat Artificial Intelligence Cloud (CACAIC)
AI/ML Anti-cheat

 The $LEET prize pools will be automated and secured via 
Web 3 Platform

        statechannel smart contracts. 

Subscribe to our AC for your game

Affordable Anti-Cheat subscription

User subscription for league play, requiring KYC to validate user base

The Cheating Groups

Lack of direction, broken social systems

Game Developers wasting time on Anti-Cheat
instead of building great video games

ProbLems Solutions
Cheating groups are using software such as aimbots and
wall hacks to compromise competition integrity and
steal rewards from honest players while creating a
highly profitable “bad actor” marketplace



The platform

Cyberlete is the world's first fair gaming ecosystem
which combines secure user owned proof of
identity with an interoperable high integrity social
platform. 

By restoring player faith in the competitive gaming
space, we can achieve rapid growth; benefiting
Cyberlete, our investors, and the gaming
community as a whole.



The Vision
Cyberlete aims to be the premier technology partner of the
gaming industry setting world wide standards. Cyberlete is
not just a technology company, but a strategic leader
within our online communities and local events. Through
our focus on serving gaming communities, strengthening
social development, and promoting healthy living
responsibilities, our mission will ensure fair gaming and
healthy online communities.

To help create a sustainable ecosystem for all gamers
with codified rules and rewards.

01

Ensure a fair gaming ecosystem which combines
secure user owned proof of identity with an
interoperable high integrity social platform.

02

 Easy to join leagues for all gamers.03

The Mission

04
Support game developers and tournament organizers 
by providing anti-cheat solutions and authentic gamers.



Key benefits

ML/AI Anti-cheat technology 

Fair Gaming, Rewards & Access

Being able to reward the gaming
community and developing a
long lasting ecosystem.

Helping secure the gaming world
while giving a pathway from
amateur to professional. 

Trustless gamer economy

Web3 Technology & Responsibility

Transforming web2 gamers into
web3 "datapreneur" gamers who
become stakeholders

Rewarding gamers

Fair gaming for everyone

Leading technology gaming partner
Giving back to planet Earth

Supporting developers and
tournament organizers



As opposed to other mainstream Anti-Cheat engines which all attempt to prevent cheating on
the client side, the Cyberlete AC uses extensive game specific data collection to create a big
data stream of in-game events which are then processed in the Cyberlete AC Artificial
Intelligence Cloud (CACAIC). The mass collection of these game events provide CACAIC
invaluable data points which are used to continually train our AI/ML systems to be able to
identify and categorize player behavior. For example, humans move their in-game characters
in a predictable but non-linear stochastic fashion, while cheat program assisted game
characters generally move in very linear paths.

 

How is cyberlete different?





 

Continued: How is cyberlete

different?

Cyberlete uses similar algorithms used in Autonomous
Vehicles to define Human vs Non Human.

Anti-Cheat platform can be applied to virtually every game
and application where automation is a threat to system
integrity.

Cyberlete will include parental controls for parents for the
younger competitive crowd.



gamer data rewards



developer operations

Cyberlete is a gaming and technology company
which relies on optimizing its DevOps to deliver our
high quality gaming products on time and with
predictable budgets. Our agile development
process and cloud based gaming platform enable
us to quickly develop and launch new gaming
modules at scale. The Cyberlete Anti-Cheat
Artificial Intelligence Cloud is adaptive and big
data driven with minimal maintenance
requirements post game module launch. The cloud
deployments are automatically adjusted in real
time and resources are allocated and unallocated
to provide an optimized player experience while
efficiently managing costs.



 

We offer solutions for all game developers, tournament and
community organizers to stop cheating in video games while
securing their game and community. Our universal rule set
offers structure for their tournaments and gaming events. Our
competitor KYC requirement ensures a verified user base.

Cyberlete for business

$Leet Token utilitY: Businesses

Game developers are required to purchase $LEET tokens as a
subscription plan. Tournament organizers stake their $LEET into
a smart contract that ensures all users are paid fairly and
instantly. 



 

We offer a secure gamer blockchain-based platform built with
AI/ML backed anti cheat technology that deters malicious
activities, includes parental controls, and ensures online safety.
Customers can subscribe to Cyberlete to play in competitive
leagues or record their game stats in a safe environment for
casual gaming. 

Cyberlete for Gamers

$Leet Token utilitY: gamers

Gamers earn $LEET tokens as they play their data is captured to
train the AI anti-cheat program. Influencers, players, and teams
can enable $LEET staking so fans can stake to their pools.
Gamers can also use $LEET for discount store purchases. 



revenue model

The Cyberlete platform will support various revenue streams:

Subscription fees from game developers
Platform usage fees from tournaments
Platform usage fees from league
subscriptions
In-platform merchandise sales
Spectator sales 
Advertising revenue from platform
advertisers
Huge repository of gameplay data as an
asset



competitive advantage



The gamers participating in our ecosystem inherently become
fans, streamers, and broadcasters. Fans love watching and
supporting the games they’re playing. Streamers love
showing their skills and building community. Broadcasters
love sharing their visions of Esports and passion for their
beloved games. Creating this triangle of gamers, fans, and
entertainers will start a foundation to build a thriving
ecosystem for 33% of the world.

Helping game developers protect their games by building our
technologies to be adaptable.  Allowing their focus to be more
about game development. 

Game Developers

Market
Targeting

Gamers, Entertainers, Fans!

Tournament Organizers 
Offer a solution for event holders to verify the user base of
their event while providing anti-cheat. Drag n drop smart
contracts, instant payment of players, streamers,
broadcasters, and more.  



Q1 2022

ROADMAP

Q2-3 2022

Q3-4 2022

Q1-2 2023

Engage community

MVP: Website           

Machine Learning Anti-
Cheat

Create an ERC20 LEET
Token

Marketing campaign

Launching  beta
website on testnet to
an exclusive 10,000
gamers 

Promotional tournament 
event
Creation of league play

Social Interoperability 
features

Metaverse integration

Deploy Statechannel

Launching Cyberlete “2.0”
web3, invite only

Activation of economy 

Reward Gamers



E-mail: support@cyberlete.net
Application
Website: Cyberlete.net

Twitter: twitter.com/Cyberlete
Informational
Website: Cyberlete.io


